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SECRETARY TILLERSON: Good morning. Good morning, all. How’s everybody’s jet
lag? Well, I thought I’d take a few minutes out of the series of events and
give you a little bit of an oversight of what has already occurred and kind
of what’s coming.

Obviously, high on the agenda in the time that we’ve been here has been the
situation with the DPRK and North Korea. And I think the strong UN Security
Council resolution unanimously approved, working in coordination with China
and Russia both to put out a statement from the Security Council that I think
is quite clear in terms of there being no daylight among the international
community as to the expectation that North Korea will take steps to achieve
all of our objectives, which is a denuclearized Korean Peninsula. I think
there should be no question in anyone’s mind as to the common view held by
everyone on that Security Council as that being the ultimate objective.

I think we also – as you well know, ASEAN released a – what I consider to be
a very strong statement as well demonstrating their commitment as well to
support a denuclearized Korean Peninsula – I think a statement that’s
probably stronger than any we’ve ever seen from ASEAN in terms of a view on
this particular issue.

So I think two very important actions taken to hopefully send a strong
message that North Korea understands the expectation of the rest of the
international community going forward.

So the next steps obviously are to see that the Security Council resolution
sanctions are enforced by everyone. We will be monitoring that carefully and
certainly having conversations with any and all that we see who may not be
fully embracing not just the spirit of those sanctions but the operational
execution of those sanctions.

And we hope, again, that this ultimately will result in North Korea coming to
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the conclusion to choose a different pathway, and when the conditions are
right that we can sit and have a dialogue around the future of North Korea so
that they feel secure and prosper economically.

We had also some very constructive conversations with our ASEAN colleagues in
the U.S.-ASEAN meeting yesterday, I think, again, just continuing the strong
commitment from both an economic and security standpoint but also continuing
the cultural and people-to-people exchanges that exist today through a number
of educational programs and other efforts that we think are important for
drawing our peoples closer together.

I did have the opportunity yesterday for an exchange of views with our
Chinese counterparts, and we really went through a bit of reflection on the
relationship since the first summit between the two presidents at Mar-a-Lago,
the creation of the four high-level dialogues between our two countries, two
of which are already actively meeting – the Diplomatic and Security Dialogue
and the Economic and Trading Dialogue. Both of those are very active. The two
remaining dialogues that we hope to convene in the next several weeks are the
Law Enforcement and Cyber Security Dialogue and the Cultural or People-to-
People Dialogue. I think all four of these dialogues, which are conducted at
a very high level, are really advancing our two countries’ understandings of
the nature of this relationship between the U.S. and China and how we should
strive to strengthen this relationship so that it benefits both of our
countries from an economic prosperity standpoint but also benefits the world
in terms of maintaining a secure world absent of conflict.

I also had the opportunity to sit and exchange views with our Russian
counterparts, Sergey Lavrov. We discussed several issues during the course of
that meeting. We also had some exchange of views about the nature of the
relationship between our countries, and a lot of work, obviously, that has to
be done in that regard. I told the foreign minister that we had not made a
decision regarding how we will respond to Russia’s request to remove U.S.
diplomatic personnel. We had – I asked several clarifying questions just to
ensure I understood kind of their thinking behind that diplomatic note we
received, but told him we would respond by September the 1st.

Later today we’ll be attending, of course, the East Asian Ministers Meeting,
and I intend to outline steps we’d like to see the region take on a number of
emerging issues, most particularly the fight against terrorism,
counterterrorism, and the recognition now of the emergence of ISIS fighting
forces in the region, most particularly here in the Philippines. I think
there are a number of areas of cooperation in terms of information sharing so
we can track individuals, border security so that hopefully we can keep these
individuals from returning, cooperation around extremists and terror
financing networks and creating safe havens for terrorists. So I think,
again, a significant amount of work to do within the East Asian Ministers
discussions as well.

We’ll also be calling for adoption of a maritime cooperation pillar within
the East Asia Ministerial Meeting, and this is really to better coordinate
maritime activities in this region both from the standpoint of security, but
again, border patrols in areas of illegal fishing and ensuring that we’re



coordinated in terms of ensuring that fishing regulations and norms are being
followed, and then an environmental effort around the significant amount of
plastic debris, obviously. that litters the oceans and how we can better
coordinate a response to that challenge as well.

I do want to express my appreciation to the Philippines, the Government of
the Philippines, for hosting this series of ASEAN meetings and the
opportunity for some very useful and productive bilaterals. Again, I think
these annual sessions serve a really important platform for all of us to
convene here in Southeast Asia and the Pacific and exchange views on a number
of issues, obviously, of mutual interest.

So let me stop there, and I’m happy to take questions.

MODERATOR: Josh.

QUESTION: Thank you, Secretary Tillerson, for doing this. On North Korea, I’m
wondering if you can discuss more specifically what the exact preconditions
are for the U.S. to engage in the type of talks that you said we’d ultimately
would like to have with them. And given that these new sanctions are going to
take a while for them to have a desired economic effect and we’re under a
time crunch with North Korea’s rapid development of this technology, how can
you be confident that these sanctions will change North Korea’s calculus
before it’s too late?

SECRETARY TILLERSON: Well, the best signal that North Korea could give us
that they’re prepared to talk would be to stop these missile launches. We’ve
not had an extended period of time where they have not taken some type of
provocative action by launching ballistic missiles. So I think that would be
the first and strongest signal they could send us is just stop, stop these
missile launches. Obviously, we have other means of communication open to
them, to certainly hear from them if they have a desire to want to talk.

In terms of these most recent round of sanctions, I think your point is well
taken that when do these actually have a practical bite on their revenues. I
think perhaps the most – the more important element of that is just the
message that this sends to North Korea of how unacceptable the entire
international community finds what they’re doing to be. And I think also it
sends a strong message to two parties that we think can have some influence
on how the North Koreans come to grips with the reality of what they’re
facing, that being China and Russia. So I think their – again, their support
for the Security Council resolution itself I think also sends a message. But
I think the world is also expressing a view to China and Russia that we do
have an expectation that you will do everything you possibly can to help
North Korea understand the reality of the future as well and bring them to
the negotiating table.

MODERATOR: Carol.

QUESTION: Mr. Secretary, you’ve been very supportive of the talks with Russia
saying two nuclear-powered superpowers must work together. How would you
respond to critics who say that you are appeasing the Russians and despite



their past attacks and ongoing attacks on Western democracy and you are
seeking cooperation instead of deterring it?

SECRETARY TILLERSON: Well, it’s a combination of both. And I think the
question, in our view, is one of, again, being very pragmatic about the
situation where you have the two largest nuclear powers in the world that do
have a number of issues between us, obviously. And Russian meddling in the
elections is – was certainly a serious incident. We talked about it in the
discussion we had with Minister Lavrov yesterday and trying to help them
understand just how serious this incident had been and how seriously it had
damaged the relationship between the U.S., the American people, and the
Russian people, that this had created serious mistrust between our two
countries and that we simply have to find some way to deal with that.

Now, having said that, we also have very important national security
interests in the Middle East, in Syria. We have important national security
interest in Afghanistan and that region of the world. And we have serious
needs to begin to address the situation in Ukraine. The Russians have
indicated some willingness to begin to talk with us about a way forward on
Ukraine. As you well know, we’ve appointed a special envoy to engage with
Russia but also coordinating with all of the parties so that this is full
visibility to all the parties, that we’re not trying to cut some kind of a
deal on the side that excludes their interests in any way.

So I think we’re just – we view the relationship from a very pragmatic point
of view. And the fact that we want to work with them on areas that are of
serious national security interest to us while at the same time having this
extraordinary issue of mistrust that divides us, that’s just what we in the
diplomatic part of our relationship are required to do. And so I don’t think
it is useful to just cut everything off over one single issue. I think,
again, these are two very large countries, and we should find the places that
we can work together. Let’s try to work together. The places we have our
differences, we’re going to have to continue to find a way to address those.

MODERATOR: Kylie.

QUESTION: Secretary, you said earlier to Josh that preconditions for North
Korea would be stopping missile launches. So how long do they need to stop
those missile launches for in order to have conversations? And do they need
to dismantle – say that they’re going to dismantle their nuclear program?

And then one question on the Philippines here. You have said that you support
the Philippines in fighting ISIS, but how do you do that without endorsing
the human rights abuses of President Duterte in his war on drugs?

SECRETARY TILLERSON: With respect to the North Korean missile launches, we’ll
know it when we see it. We’re not going to give someone a specific number of
days or weeks. This is really about the spirit of these talks, and they can
demonstrate they’re ready to sit with a spirit of finding a way forward in
these talks by no longer conducting these missile tests. So this is not a
give me 30 days and we’re ready to talk. It’s not quite that simple. So it is
all about how we see their attitude towards approaching a dialogue with us.



With respect to the assistance we’re providing the Philippines Government to
respond to ISIS, there is – there really is no, I think, contradiction at all
in the support we’re giving them in the fight down in Marawi and Mindanao. As
you know, most of what we’re providing them is information, some surveillance
capabilities with some recent transfers of a couple of Cessnas and a couple
of UAVs to allow them to have better information in which to conduct the
fight down there. We’re providing them some training and some guidance in
terms of how to deal with an enemy that fights in ways that is not like most
people have ever had to deal with.

So it is – it’s a tragic situation down there. We think they are beginning to
get that situation under control, but the real challenge is going to come
with once they have the fighting brought to an end how to deal with the
conditions on the ground and ensure it does not re-emerge. And so I think our
– bringing our knowledge of having dealt with this enemy in other parts of
the world is useful to them, and I think that is also in our national
security interest as well. But I see no conflict, no conflict at all in our
helping them with that situation and our views of other human rights concerns
we have with respect to how they carry out their counternarcotics activities.

MODERATOR: Our last question, Dave.

QUESTION: Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. On the situation in
Afghanistan, obviously, the administration is reviewing its policy. Where are
we on that now?

SECRETARY TILLERSON: We’ve had now three sessions within the National
Security Council exploring a full range of options. And when I say a full
range of options, I mean the entire landscape. And I think it’s – I think
this is reflective of the deliberations that we want to undertake. The
President is asking, I think, some very, very pointed questions, and they are
good questions. They were the right questions that he should be asking, and
perhaps these are questions that no one’s been willing to raise in the past.

And so with his – with the questions that he’s asked us, we want to give him
good, thorough answers and good, thorough analysis to go with that, a very
clear-eyed view, a very realistic view of what the future is likely to look
like. And I think that’s a lot of what the President and the Vice President –
and I want to – I also want to acknowledge the Vice President has taken a
very active role in these discussions as well with the Security Council, and
he’d been very helpful in helping the Security Council navigate what are some
really tough questions that have been put to us.

And I think we want to take the time to do the analysis, a fully integrated
analysis from the Intel Community to the military planners to the diplomatic
channels as to how does this all play out and where does this go. It’s one
thing to say we’re just going to keep fighting because we’re – there is no
other option. There are always other options.

And so that’s what the President has asked us to fully explore, and I think
the fact that we’re taking our time to try to come to a solution that is
realistic, is – takes a clear view of what we’re dealing with on the ground,



and being very honest with ourselves about expectations of the future, I
think that is – that serves the American people’s interest well. This is a
very, very – as you know, a tough area, 16 years, 17 years we’ve been at it
now. To just say we’re going to keep doing what we’ve been doing, the
President is not willing to accept that, and so he is asking some tough
questions, and the Security Council is working diligently to give him the
best answers we can.

MODERATOR: Thank you, everybody. Thank you very much.
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Press Releases: 10th Ministerial
Meeting of the Lower Mekong
Initiative: Joint Statement

Media Note
Office of the Spokesperson

Washington, DC
August 6, 2017

Following is the text of a joint statement issued at the conclusion of the
10th Lower Mekong Initiative Ministerial Meeting:

Begin text:

On August 6, 2017, the Foreign Ministers of Cambodia, Lao PDR, and Thailand,
the Deputy Prime Minister of Viet Nam, the Minister of State for Foreign
Affairs of Myanmar, the Secretary of State of the United States, and the
Secretary-General of ASEAN met in Manila for the 10th Lower Mekong Initiative
(LMI) Ministerial Meeting. The Ministers of the Mekong countries welcomed
Secretary Tillerson’s chairmanship of the Lower Mekong Initiative.
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The Secretary and Ministers re-affirmed their commitment to LMI as a primary
driver of Lower Mekong sub-regional economic integration and sustainable
development, pledging to continue their collaborative efforts toward peace,
stability and prosperity in Southeast Asia. The Secretary and Ministers
lauded the on-going work under each of LMI’s six Pillars – Agriculture and
Food Security, Connectivity, Education, Energy Security, Environment and
Water, and Health, and charged the Pillars to redouble their efforts to
advance regional priorities most effectively and successfully implement the
LMI Plan of Action 2016 – 2020. The Ministers also emphasized the need for
the LMI to work in tandem with and complement other country and regional
plans of action, including ASEAN 2025: Forging Ahead Together.

The seven participants praised the effective implementation of the
Sustainable Infrastructure Partnership, announced at the 2016 LMI
Ministerial, noting its success in equipping LMI member states in the
management and development of regional infrastructure projects. Through the
Partnership, the United States committed to further practical cooperation
with the Friends of the Lower Mekong and more unified and sustainable
engagement with the LMI members.

The Secretary and Ministers congratulated the progress of the LMI Education
Pillar, and its engagement among young scientists and academics to identify
areas of regional cooperation in education and establish national focal
points to coordinate joint scientific research projects, which will
contribute to prosperous and sustainable development in the Mekong sub-
region.

The Ministers applauded the new Mekong Water Data Initiative proposal and
hailed it as an important step in developing science-based decisions of their
shared river system. The Ministers concluded that enhancing the Mekong River
Commission’s technical capabilities would help to facilitate data gathering
and sharing in the region and requested their respective ministries to
coordinate efforts to implement the Water Data Initiative effectively. The
LMI members pledged to continue their close collaboration with the Friends of
the Lower Mekong and the Mekong River Commission to support inclusive,
sustainable and environment-responsible growth in the Mekong river basin.

The LMI partners determined to continue discussions on the restructuring of
the LMI Pillars at the upcoming Regional Working Group meeting in Laos and
committed to work together to improve efficiencies, reflect evolving
priorities in the sub-region, and devise a results-oriented way forward.

The Secretary and Ministers arranged to reconvene for the 11th LMI
Ministerial meeting in 2018 in Singapore.

Heads of Delegations:

H.E. Prak Sokhonn, Senior Minister, Minister of Foreign Affairs and
International Cooperation of the Kingdom of Cambodia

H.E. Saleumxay Kommasith, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Lao People’s
Democratic Republic



H.E. Kyaw Tin, Minister of State, Republic of the Union of Myanmar

H.E. Don Pramudwinai, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Thailand

H.E. Rex Tillerson, Secretary of State, United States of America

H.E. Pham Binh Minh, Deputy Prime Minister, Minister of Foreign Affairs of
the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam

H.E. Le Luong Minh, Secretary-General of ASEAN
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Press Releases: Bolivia Independence
Day
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Secretary of State

Washington, DC
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On behalf of the United States Government, congratulations to the people of
Bolivia on the anniversary of your independence on August 6.

The United States and the people of Bolivia enjoy a deep and lasting
relationship based on mutual respect. We take pride in our partnership with
the Bolivian people to advance entrepreneurship and education initiatives
that help Bolivians realize their full potential. The United States is one of
Bolivia’s most important trading partners and we are committed to promoting
mutually beneficial trade. We will continue to cooperate to protect and
preserve Bolivia’s rich cultural heritage. We welcome the prospect of future
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collaboration based on mutual benefit and mutual respect.
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Press Releases: Jamaica Independence
Day

Press Statement
Rex W. Tillerson

Secretary of State

Washington, DC
August 5, 2017

On behalf of the United States, congratulations to the Jamaican people on the
55th anniversary of your independence on August 6.

Jamaica plays an important role as a regional leader, most recently with its
efforts on economic reform. We look forward to strengthened collaboration
between our countries on security, prosperity, diplomacy, energy, education,
and health – as underscored in the United States-Caribbean Strategic
Engagement Act.

We deeply appreciate our relationship and congratulate all Jamaicans on the
occasion of your Independence Day.
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Press Releases: Presidential Election
in Rwanda

Press Statement
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Washington, DC
August 5, 2017

The United States congratulates the people of Rwanda on their active and
peaceful participation in the presidential election held August 4. However,
we are disturbed by irregularities observed during voting and reiterate long-
standing concerns over the integrity of the vote-tabulation process.

We commend the Rwandan media for reporting on complaints of harassment of
some opposition candidates and Rwandan citizens during the campaign. We
likewise commend average citizens, the National Electoral Commission, and
government officials for speaking out and addressing those complaints. We
applaud the televised debate, while noting that voters’ understanding would
have benefited from broader participation of the candidates themselves.

We remain concerned by the lack of transparency in determining the
eligibility of prospective candidates. We hope the new electoral law to be
debated in the next session of Parliament will clarify that process well
before the 2018 parliamentary elections.

The United States stands by the people of Rwanda in their efforts to build
strong democratic and inclusive institutions in order to ensure long-term
stability and a democratic, prosperous future for all.
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